IMMERSION THERMOCouples

ADJUSTABLE BAYONET MOUNTING ADAPTERS

PLASTIC MELT BOLT ADAPTERS

WATERPROOF FITTINGS

STRAIN RELIEF BELL SPRING

BX CONNECTORS

ORDERING CODE | INSERT MATERIAL | SHEATH (TUBE) DIAMETER
--- | --- | ---
BY21240-1 | TEFLOn | 1/16" (.063)
BY21240-3 | BRASS | 1/16" (.063)
BY21240-4 | TEFLOn | 1/8" (.125)
BY21240-6 | BRASS | 1/8" (.125)

SPECIFICATIONS
1. Bayonet mounting adapters suitable for any 1/16" or 1/8" diameter immersion element.
2. Adapters with Teflon inserts are re-adjustable and rated to 500°F

CLOSED END

ORDERING CODE | BOLT LENGTH | SHEATH (TUBE) DIAMETER
--- | --- | ---
FTPM29870-1 | 3" | 1/16" (.063)
FTPM29870-2 | 6" | 1/16" (.063)
FTPM29870-3 | 12" | 1/16" (.063)

SPECIFICATIONS
1. Closed end plastic melt bolt fitting suitable for any 1/16" diameter immersion element.
2. Fitting material - 304 Stainless Steel

OPEN END

ORDERING CODE | BOLT LENGTH | SHEATH (TUBE) DIAMETER
--- | --- | ---
FTPM29870-4 | 3" | 1/8" (.125)
FTPM29870-5 | 6" | 1/8" (.125)
FTPM29870-6 | 12" | 1/8" (.125)

SPECIFICATIONS
1. Open end plastic melt bolt fitting suitable for any 1/8" diameter immersion element.
2. Fitting material - 304 Stainless Steel

ORDERING CODE
---
CCB1637-1 | .125 to .250
CCB1637-2 | .250 to .375
CCB1637-3 | .375 to .500

SPECIFICATIONS
1. Fits connection heads and junction boxes with 1/2"NPT openings.
2. Steel body and cap.
3. Rubber bushing.

ORDERING CODE
---
SG1118

The information contained herein shall be considered the sole property of Thermo Electric Company, Inc. The recipient thereof agrees not to disclose or reproduce said information to parties outside the recipient's organization without the written permission of Thermo Electric.